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Professor recalls fall of the Berlin Wall

Cody Bloomsburg
Montana Kaimin
Udo Fluck’s roommate
passed him in the hallway
and told him to turn on the
TV when he got back to
their room in Aber Hall. He
said something was happening in Germany, Fluck’s native country.
Fluck didn’t think much
of the exchange, but he did
flip on the tube when he got
to the room.
He wasn’t really paying
much attention to what was
on as he hung up his jacket
and opened his backpack,
but then something on the
screen caught his eye —
people were walking on top
of the Berlin Wall.
“I’m thinking, ‘That is
the most surreal thing I have
ever seen. What is happening?’” Fluck said.
He turned up the volume, sat down on his bed
and watched for hours as his
countrymen chiseled and
pounded on the concrete
with whatever they could
find.
It was Nov. 9, 1989, and
the Berlin Wall was coming
down.
Monday will mark 20
years since the event and
Fluck is now a senior lecturer in the geography depart-

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

Udo Fluck, director of Multicultural Learning Solutions at the University of Montana, poses in the Missoula Club. Fluck, originally from
Germany, was at the burger joint in 1989 shortly after the fall of the Berlin Wall. “The Mo Club is still a constant after 20 years of change,”
he said.

ment at UM. A chip of concrete from the wall, smooth
and orange on one side and
rough and gray on the other,
sits on a bookshelf in his office.
Like many others, Fluck
purchased his quarter-sized

chunk of history. It came
sealed in plastic and attached to a card that tells
what it is.
Fluck was born in Wiesbaden, Germany, in 1967
and came to the University of Montana in the fall

of 1989 to start work on a
bachelor’s degree in journalism.
He said that when he
left his homeland, the idea
of the wall falling anytime
soon never entered his mind,
even though pressure had

Wheelchair users share road, consequences
Justyn Field
For the Montana Kaimin
Traveling home after drinking
can result in both bodily harm and
legal consequences for Missoula
residents, whether in a car or a
wheelchair.
UM senior Tess Raunig, who
uses both an electric-power wheelchair and a manual, said she often goes out on the weekend. Although she’s usually driven around
by a friend, she said on some occasions she’s had to travel around
town in one of her chairs after having drinks with her friends. While
Raunig said she tried to stay on
sidewalks while traveling, sometimes she ended up on the road.
“I’m in the street because there
aren’t curb cuts. I’ll totally use the
bike lane,” Raunig said. “I’ll stay
as close to the edge of the sidewalk
as I can.”
Another chair user, UM sophomore Tyler Stosich, said he’s been
on the road after having a few
beers before. His electric wheelchair is more rugged than many of
the other chairs in Missoula, with
tough wheels for bouncing over
gravel and lights that make him
more visible to traffic.
“Back home in Lima, (Mont.)
I would drive my chair to the bar

and back,” Stosich said. “But it
wasn’t that far — Lima’s small. I
just street it — dirt roads. That’s
why I got this more off-road chair.”
UM senior Kayla Weber, who
uses an electric chair, said she usually drinks twice a week. She said
she uses the buses to get around
when she’s out.
“To get to the bus stop, I have to
cross streets, go though alleyways
or go along the street if there isn’t
a bus stop,” Weber said.
However, there can be painful
and embarrassing consequences
for being drunk while using a
chair.
Weber said while traveling
with friends who were walking to
a convenience store after a night of
partying, she fell into a ditch. Her
drunken friends eventually pulled
her out, but she ended up with a
black eye and several large bruises, she said.
Stosich has had his share of
misadventure, too.
“Yeah, I’ve definitely wrecked.
But not bad,” Stosich said. “I remember one time, my footrest was
bent underneath.” He said that now
he drives his chair pretty well and
that he got better at navigating. He
said he believes the minor accidents were more a result of being

a new chair user than being drunk.
Even Raunig admitted to having chair-wrecks.
“Yeah, it’s happened. I’ve been
a little bit compromised,” Raunig
said. “I’d been drinking for a
while. Sense of balance was off.”
Not all their accidents and close
calls were humorous escapades,
though. Raunig said traveling
downtown at night after bars close
results in dangerous experiences.
“People aren’t looking,” Raunig
said. “Multiple times I’ve almost
been hit by cars. Definitely.”
Last year in Montana there
were 103 fatal accidents involving
alcohol, which accounted for 45
percent of traffic deaths.
These experiences aren’t limited to intoxicated nighttime travel
either. Stosich said he was nearly
in an accident while driving to
campus in the morning.
“Probably three weeks ago,
I almost got hit by a pickup,” he
said.
Despite the near misses, he said
he’s most worried about people
pulling out of driveways.
“As long as people can see me
I’m not worried about it,” he said.
“Easing out when there are a lot

See CHAIRS, page 3

been building up against the
wall since before his birth.
Fluck said that as far
back as President John F.
Kennedy’s speech in Berlin
in 1963, events were being
set in motion that would
lead to the wall’s end. But

even through President Ronald Reagan’s 1987 challenge
for USSR president Mikhail
Gorbachev to tear the wall
down and the opening to the
West that occurred under
Gorbachev’s leadership, the
wall was something Fluck
had been taught to accept.
Even though Fluck grew
up about 300 miles from
Berlin, he said the wall was
part of German history and
something he and the kids
he grew up with learned
about and came to accept as
necessary to stop the spread
of
Communism,
even
though they didn’t fully understand it.
“It’s a cruel thing, but
there is a purpose and if it
wasn’t there, what would
happen?”
Fluck
said.
“Growing up in Germany,
going through history classes, that was the question you
had.”
Once he was able to pull
himself away from the TV,
Fluck left his room and went
to the Missoula Club.
“After the wall came
down, the bartender for
many weeks to come would
give me free beer, and I
would say, ‘Hey man, I’m
not even from Berlin,’ and

See BERLIN, page 12

Officials unsure if any
Montanans caught in
Fort Hood incident
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Lt. Col. Nathan Banks, an Army
spokesman from the Pentagon, said
Thursday afternoon that officials
were still contacting the family of
those killed or wounded by a gunman at Fort Hood military base in
Texas. He said he didn’t know the
hometowns of the people stationed
at the fort or caught in the incident,
but acknowledged that the event
could hit close to home for some
people.
“There are 45,000 people stationed there,” Banks said. “The
likeliness of somebody being from
Montana is pretty high.”
According to news reports, a
man in military uniform entered a
Fort Hood medical center Thursday
afternoon and began firing, killing
12 people and wounding 31 others.
The gunman, identified by authorities as Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, an
Army psychiatrist who was about
to be deployed, was shot four times
but was still alive Thursday night.
Public affairs specialist Dan

Bushnell of the Montana National
Guard said no Montana Guard
troops are currently stationed at
Fort Hood, the nation’s largest active military base.
Maj. Jason Grider, a University
of Montana military science professor, said he is unaware of any UM
graduates currently stationed at
Fort Hood, but said his coworker,
1st Sgt. Patrick Van Hecke, recently
transferred to UM from that base.
Van Hecke’s family still lives in a
town outside the base, but he could
not be reached for comment because he is currently in Reno, Nev.
“We should be supporting the
families that are a part of this,”
Grider said.
Grider said he expects a memorial will be established for the victims and their families.
He said students interested in
sending cards or arranging another
form of support could work with
UM’s ROTC program.
“If students are interested, we
will be more than happy to do that,”
Grider said.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
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Caught in
the Act

Backhands

This is awkward...

Embarrassment: There’s nothing like a little pet
involvement in your sex life, right? WRONG. This
has never happened to me, but former roommates
have recalled times when the dog jumped into bed
while they were getting down, which ended the night.
Quickly.
Solution: Be observant. Upon entering a house
where an animal encounter may occur, close the
doors, put the pets outside or, hell, even lock it in the
bathroom.
Embarrassment: Menstruation cycles are natural. There’s not much that can stop Mother Nature,
and guys, if you haven’t accepted this, maybe it’s time
for you to grow up. When it happened to me, I was
equipped with proper protection. It was only after we
finished that both of us realized what was happening.
Solution: Hug it out. Men, show some compassion.
She is not going to be feeling too self-confident at this
point, and, if there is a god, may he strike you down
if you make her feel worse. You’re already “doing the
nasty,” so if you’re worried about a little blood, maybe
you shouldn’t be having sex.
Embarrassment: Finally, people found flatulence, in all its forms, mortifyingly frightening. I’m
lactose-intolerant and when nature calls, it might not
be so silent. I’ve encountered someone else who had
the same problem. Yes, she was a queefer, but she
handled it incredibly well once it began.
Solution: Who doesn’t like a good fart joke? When
I did encounter the queef, she simply started laughing. At first, I was a bit taken aback, but laughter is
contagious, and I found myself doing the same. So
my suggestion to men and women alike? Laugh it off.
We’re reduced to our most primordial instincts during
sex. Needless to say, your partner has already seen
your “poker face,” so why not share a little chuckle
with one another if you happen to break wind?

Embarrassment: Condoms. They shouldn’t fall
into the awkward category, but they do. Whether it
breaks, it vanishes or you have trouble getting the
rubber on while still engaging in what is actually happening, condoms are a little awkward.
Solution: Maybe have her put it on while you are
(going the PG route here) massaging her back. If it
breaks, for the sake of both parties, say something
like, “Damn, we were going so hard it broke. That’s
awesome, but I need to strap up again. Hold on.” If
you lose the prophylactic … well, I don’t know —
you’re on your own to do whatever fishing you may
like.
Embarrassment: The walk-in. I’ve been the victim and I’ve done the walking in. Yeah, it’s weird, but
chances are the person walking in on you is going to
think, “Damn, I sure could go for some of that right
now,” and get out as fast as possible. If they don’t, you
might want to rethink your living arrangements.
Solution: Lock the door. Or, if you are the walker,
Texas Ranger, just get the F out.

BIG UPS

&

Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks
Editor’s note: Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks take
turns writing this column, which is published on Fridays. This is Willi’s week.
If you were to examine every sexual experience
I’ve had in my life, you’d most likely find that roughly
60 percent of them have come along with some sort of
awkward moment, maybe even two. I’ll never forget
the time my parents walked in on me, and I’m sure
the girl I was with hasn’t either. Shit happens. What
can you do about it now? It’s over, and practice makes
perfect, right?
This week, we will take a look into the world of
self-conscious acts that can make or break a “relationship.” I hope talking about the five most embarrassing moments that someone could possibly endure
during sex will put the some people at ease (yeah,
right). At least, it’s the thought that counts.
I surveyed a small group of sexually active students at UM. They came from every kind of sexual
background one could imagine — married, divorced,
long-term relationship, young, old, etc. After the survey, the following awkward moments were ranked as
the top five sexual embarrassments one encounters.
Because the survey was rather unscientific, the sexual
embarrassments will appear in no specific order.
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If you or your partner has encountered one of these
moments and you’re still together, you probably have
a great relationship. That said, if you have had someone walk out on you because of one of the situations
above, screw them. You know there are other fish in
the sea, and you’ll find yours. Just be sure to keep it
safe.
Willi Brooks is a senior studying broadcast
journalism.

Everybody mellow out, MAN! Are we flipping out, or did we
just see a slackliner out on the Oval in November? Get out the hedge
clippers, kids. We still got some gardening to do!
Backhands to U2 for putting up walls around the stage of their
latest concert, meant to commemorate the 20th anniversary of the fall
of the Berlin Wall. The idea was to keep those who wouldn’t pay the
steep ticket fees from seeing the show for free from far away. Congrats
to Bono for making the late Joseph Stalin his biggest fan.
Big Ups to MTV for coming to Missoula to look for
potential “Real World” cast members this week. If the bulk of that show’s
seasons say anything about the people they pick to be on the show, we’re
just stoked that they would consider lifting eight douchebags out of
Missoula and dropping them off in another city.

Backhands to UM’s “Kick for Cash” contest organizers, who may
deny sophomore Matt Brenner the $10,000 he thought he’d won after
an impressive 45-yard field goal he made at Saturday’s Griz game
because he played high school football two years ago. If anybody
needs 10 grand, it’s a college student.
Big Ups to Weezer for releasing a big, blue Snuggie to go with their
new album. For far too long has the awesomely comfortable Snuggie
been shunned from the mainstream. Welcome back old friend. I’m so
tired of changing my clothes every day.
Backhands to the lack of fire at this week’s Day of the Dead
Parade. No fire? What the hell’s the point of a parade at night if there’s
no potential for a flaming baton slipping out of someone’s hand
and setting Feruqi’s on fire? Not that we condone that sort of thing.
BU&BH in no way, shape or form condones Feruqi’s.
Big Ups to the tea partiers on Capitol Hill who, while protesting
the latest bill for national health care reform, managed to get Cliff
Clavin from “Cheers” to speak out in support of them. Drafting
dried-up old sitcom actors is an unprecedented strategy for politics.
We hope one day to see the Fonz picketing against abortion in full
costume giving a thumbs up. “No dead bab-AAYYYYs!!!”
Backhands to the H1N1 flu virus for laying its slimy grip on Boyz
II Men singer Shawn Stockman. Why couldn’t that have happened to
Seal or a different musical guest from “All That?” But we can all agree
on one thing: It couldn’t have happened to anybody more irrelevant.
Take it easy, folks. We’ll be tying some low-hanging slacklines in
front of the UC to clear out the longboarders.

Top 5 most-read stories
on montanakaimin.com this week

herbert.brooks@umontana.edu

Heard around campus
“If I were a robot, I’d bang Optimus Prime.”
-heard by Aber Hall
“So, like guys masturbating in their boxers or something?”
-heard in the UC
“You could just come over and we’ll wipe you down with some moist towelettes.”
-heard in the UC
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From page 1
of cars parked is always sketchy.
You never know when someone’s
gonna cut a corner or something.”
Besides
physical
dangers,
drunken wheelchair drivers face
another potential consequence:
DUI.
A representative from the Motor Vehicle Division in Helena said
a wheelchair user could possibly
be cited for DUI if they are on the
street, because they are in a moving
vehicle. He said that the user could
also be cited for public intoxication.
University of Montana Public
Safety director Jim Lemcke said
that although he’s never written a
ticket for someone in a wheelchair
being in the road, officers could
cite someone for being a “danger.”
“I can’t imagine anyone ever
writing a ticket (for someone taking their chair onto the street),”
Lemcke said. “We’d probably just
redirect them. We would only
write a ticket if they wouldn’t get
out of the road and were a danger
to themselves and others.”
Lemcke said he’d been in only
one similar situation, when he cited
someone for jaywalking after they
repeatedly walked onto the highway after drinking.
In Montana, drivers can be cited
for DUI for two reasons: driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs, and driving with a blood-alcohol content of .08 or greater when
they aren’t obviously impaired.
Both Raunig and Stosich
were surprised that they could

potentially get DUIs while operating their chairs, and both said
they thought it was unfair that they
could be ticketed while doing so.
“How I’ve always thought of it is
that the chair is an extension of our
bodies,” Stosich said. “I just picture
it as my legs. I don’t see how they
could justify giving you a DUI. I
could see public intoxication. It’s
like giving someone a DUI while
they’re on crutches.”
Raunig said that if she was ticketed while on the street that it would
be “discriminatory” and “horrible.”
She said that even when sidewalks
have curb cuts, poor maintenance
can make navigating them in a
wheelchair impossible.
“I was in a power chair,” she
said. “Got high centered on a sidewalk, on a ledge. Had to call someone to help; I can’t move a 300
pound chair by myself.”
Raunig said that her manual
chair gets stuck less often than her
power chair, and she can move it
more easily, but when it’s icy, getting her manual chair unstuck is a
“pain in the ass.”
Weber said she wasn’t surprised
about the possibility of receiving
a DUI. She said she almost received one from a police officer
in her home state of Arkansas. On
the same trip where she ultimately
fell into a large ditch and had to be
pulled out by friends, she struggled
to keep up with them and fell into
several smaller ditches.
“A neighbor saw me drive into a
ditch a few times, called the cops,”
Weber said. “(The police officer)
didn’t have a problem with my
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UM senior Tess Raunig

friends, but had a problem with me.
He said I was in more trouble because I was driving.”
Weber felt annoyed when the
police officer shined a flashlight at
her, and she asked him, “What am I
supposed to do, walk home?”
Although she wasn’t cited for
DUI, Weber said the consequences
of getting one would have been
severe. She said that she would
probably have lost some financial
assistance that she needs to get
through college, most likely the
money from Vocational Rehabilitation, which helps some students
with disabilities pay for books and
tuition.
Stosich, who owns an accessible van that can hold his chair,
said he would be “pissed if my van
insurance went up because I got a
DUI in my wheelchair. I would be

Kaimin
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pissed if I got a DUI in my wheelchair regardless. I don’t think that
should have anything to do with
my van insurance. If we were in the
van, that would be one thing.”
Raunig said getting a DUI
would cause her insurance to go up
and she’d likely also lose her financial aid.
“A lot could be at stake,” she
said.
Wheelchair users are similar
to go-kart and riding lawnmower
drivers in that they don’t need licenses for their vehicles but can
still get DUIs when drunk. Weber
said she’s not the same as someone
on a lawnmower.
“The difference between me
riding in my chair when I’m drunk
and somebody riding a lawnmower
is that I have to be in my chair,” she
said. “If I didn’t have to be, you can

bet your ass I wouldn’t be. I’d be
running laps around you people. I
can’t say I’m drunk and I shouldn’t
drive so I should walk home. I can’t
even call my friends for a frickin’
car ride, because none of them have
vehicles with a lift.”
Despite the potential for getting
a DUI, neither Raunig, Stosich nor
Weber has had confrontations with
police in Missoula.
“None of the Missoula cops
have given me any problems,”
Raunig said. “Most of them seem
like reasonable humans.”
Weber said after her misadventure in Arkansas, she eventually
got home and her phone rang that
same night at 3 a.m.
It was the police officer who had
stopped her; he was making sure
she and her friends got home OK.
justyn.field@umontana.edu
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‘Can the Cats’ food drive starts Saturday

Carmen George
Montana Kaimin
Beginning Nov. 6, the University of Montana will collect canned
food donations in an attempt to
“Can the Cats” this year.
Montana State University
crushed UM last year during the
schools’ annual food drive rivalry, collecting 11,000 pounds of
canned food to the less than 4,000

pounds donated by the Grizzlies.
Besides the pride of beating
Bozeman, the reward for winning
is helping out the Missoula Food
Bank, a local nonprofit that will
receive the cans collected at UM.
Nick Roberts, development director at the Missoula Food Bank,
said the organization is facing a
higher demand for food than ever
before. As its supply is stretched,

local food drives help enormously,
Roberts said.
Some 5,000 local people utilize
the food bank every month, Roberts said. That’s a significant number, he said, considering the population of Missoula is about 65,000
and the food bank only operates
19 hours a week. The food bank
is utilized consistently throughout
the year, mostly by hardworking
people who are doing “everything
right,” he said.
Canned food can be dropped
off in designated donation boxes
around campus. These boxes will
be in every UM residence hall,
The Source in the UC, the Office for Civic Engagement in the
Davidson Honors College, and
the spectrUM Discovery Area in
the Skaggs building. Canned food
will also be collected at the entry

gates of the Washington-Grizzly
Stadium during Montana’s home
game against Northern Colorado
on Nov. 14. The Office for Civic
Engagement is looking to place
more donation boxes around town,
although one is already set up at
Rosauers supermarket, said Ashley Widtfeldt, who is heading the
food drive at UM. The drive will
continue until Nov. 21, when the
winner of the competition will be
declared as the two schools hit the
field for the 109th annual “Brawl
of the Wild” in Bozeman.
UM’s Office for Civic Engagement has teamed with the Office
of Greek Life this year to help
raise awareness and support for
the food drive.
Roberts said last year the food
bank received a total of close to a
million pounds of donated food.

“It’s an enormous gift, and a
really, really important part of the
capacity that we operate on right
now,” he said.
Roberts said this canned food
drive is one of the biggest generators of food for the bank. Other
drives that bring in thousands of
pounds of food include the Christmas drive, the “trick-or-eat” drive,
turkey drive and a “letter carriers” drive, in which Postal Service
workers collect cans left on doorsteps.
Roberts said it would feel like a
remarkable success if the University was able to collect more than
5,000 cans during “Can the Cats”
this year, but added that every can
helps. This food drive is an easy
way to do something meaningful
for your community, he said.

carmen.george@umontana.edu

Pumpkin plastering, pilfered purse

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

The “Can the Cats” food drive kicks off Nov. 7. All collected canned goods will be
donated to the Missoula Food Bank.
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Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Friday, Oct. 30, 3:25 p.m.
A man approached a black student in the UC Game Room and
began yelling at him in Russian.
Sgt. Ben Gladwin with the UM Office of Public Safety said the man
has a history of harassing black
students on campus and has been
charged with disorderly conduct
for similar behavior. After the latest incident, for which he was cited
once more for disorderly conduct,
UM’s Main Hall issued the man a
permanent trespass, barring him
from the University.
“Not only was he charged, but
he’s no longer welcome here,”
Gladwin said.

Monday, Nov. 2, 12:50 a.m.
A gray and white Dodge pickup
truck had its windshield cracked
after a pumpkin was dropped on it
from the top of the parking garage by
the library.

Police
Blotter

Friday, Oct. 30, 4:19 p.m.
A driver ran his car through a
garage door on South 5th Street
after he said his shoe got stuck to
the accelerator.

Monday, Nov. 2, 2:41 p.m.
A backpack containing a laptop, iPod and wallet was stolen
from a lab in the Natural Science
building.

Friday, Oct. 30, 11:12 p.m.
An RA in Craig Hall found students drinking in one of the dorm
rooms and called Public Safety officers when they did not cooperate.
One student was cited for an MIP
and arrested for an outstanding
warrant, which happened to be for
another MIP.

Tuesday, Nov. 3, 4:44 p.m.
A purse that had been sitting
on the seat of a student’s car at the
East Broadway Street Park-N-Ride
parking lot was stolen after the
thief smashed out the car window.

Sunday, Nov. 1, 1:53 a.m.
A student living in Jesse Hall
reported that his Mac laptop, valued between $1,500 and $2,000,
was stolen from his room. He said
he had been out of the room for
only 20 minutes when the laptop
went missing.

Citations:
Henry Bishop, 18, MIP
Robert Kazaryan,
disorderly conduct
Nekras Nazarzoda, assault
Game day citations:
Lauren Partridge, 18, MIP
James Sohm, 60, DUI
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Climate change commentary

David Keith, director of ISEEE Environmental Systems Group at the University of Calgary, speaks about climate change in the Gallagher Building on Thursday.
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Struggling Bengals still looking for first win
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
Everyone has that car on his
or her street. The one that hasn’t
moved in six months, its tires are
flat, the exhaust is falling off, local animals have begun to take
refuge under it, and the city has
marked it as ready to be taken off
to the scrap yard.
The Idaho State Bengals
football team is that car.
The glory days seem
long gone, washed
away in the wreck
that has been the
last two seasons.
Just like that car, there are
still good parts in it, but the
results have generally been
the same.
In 2008, the Bengals
resembled their professional counterparts of
the same name by taking up residence with
frequent basement inhabitant and Big Sky
punching bag Northern Colorado. Idaho
State finished 1-7
(1-11 overall).
This year hasn’t
been much nicer

to the currently winless Bengals
(0-6, 0-9 overall), and now they
welcome the undefeated No. 2
Grizzlies into Pocatello this weekend for what could once again become their bi-annual beat-down in
the dome.
That doesn’t mean
Idaho State is ready
to concede the season, or even this
week’s matchup
against
the
Grizzlies.
“You always
try to go play-byplay,” said junior
Bengal
quarterback Russel Hill.
“We really emphasize getting back to
the basics.”
“I
hope
they’ve learned
to stay together
and care about
each other,” said
Idaho State coach
John Zamberlin.
“I think they do a
pretty good job of
not pointing the fingers at offense or defense.”

According to Hill, one of the
most important aspects of this
year’s Bengals has been the ability to have a short memory.
“You can’t have a heavy mind
or heavy heart over the last play,”
Hill said. “We’ve had a lot of injuries and had to play a lot of true
freshman. This year we’re banged
up a little bit, but I think it’ll benefit us in the future.”
The Bengals’ schedule this
year didn’t offer any breaks either.
Idaho State’s first two games of
the season were against football
bowl subdivision schools.
Idaho State was rocked by Arizona State 50-3 in week one and
then traveled to Norman, Okla., to
face national runner-up and traditional power Oklahoma. The Bengals were shut out 64-0.
Idaho State has also had to
travel to Weber State, Northern
Arizona and Montana State this
year. Weber State is currently tied
for second in the Big Sky, while
Northern Arizona is fourth and
Montana State is fifth.
According to Hill, Idaho State
played well early in the games
against WSU, NAU and MSU,
but couldn’t sustain the successes
throughout the entire contest.

“We bounced back after playing some of the best teams in the
country,” Hill said. “Anytime you
challenge your ballclub, it’ll benefit you throughout the year.”
Through all the struggles, Hill
is still learning how to stay positive and persevere.
“When you’re winning, everyone’s on your side,” Hill said.
“Sometimes it is hard to play in
the fourth quarter when you’re
getting killed, but you got to stick
through it and stay positive.
“(Losing) teaches you to learn
who’s important to you,” he said.
While Hill admits that some
people have distanced themselves
from him because of the Bengals’
record, his family and friends in
his hometown of Boise still stick
by him.
One person that Hill talks to
consistently is his father, Daryl,
who is also an Idaho State graduate.
“He’ll still listen to my crap
even though I don’t know what
he’s thinking,” Hill said.
As far as coaches go, Hill appreciates all the hard work and
dedication Zamberlin still brings
to the field every day.
“I think the coaches have done

a good job, especially coach Z to
stay who he is,” Hill said. “The
coaching staff has really stuck by
the players.”
Although the Bengals’ are
struggling, Zamberlin is trying to
teach life lessons in order to prepare his players for the adversity
that they may face later in life, he
said.
“When you’re faced with adversity you need to stay positive
and keep working, ’cause that’s
the only way you’re going to get
through it,” Zamberlin said.
Even though attendance for the
games is beginning to slip in Pocatello, that shouldn’t be an issue
this weekend as Idaho State will
induct current Minnesota Vikings
star defensive lineman Jared Allen
into the Idaho State Sports Hall of
Fame at halftime. Allen will be in
attendance at the game since the
Vikings have a bye this week.
Although he said he wasn’t
counting on it, Hill said that “it
would be cool” if Allen was able
to speak to the team in the locker
room before the game.
If Idaho State had it their way,
they’d be throwing him pads and a
helmet, too.
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu

Montana looks for mental toughness against winless Bengals
Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
With a 12th-consecutive Big
Sky Conference title in sight, the
No. 2 Montana Grizzlies look to
continue their winning ways this
weekend against winless Idaho
State in Pocatello.
With all the hype that went into
last week’s matchup against conference rival Weber State and the
subsequent 31-10 drubbing of the
Wildcats, the Griz are hoping to
avoid any doldrums a team such as
the Bengals could bring.
“We got to prepare like we
always do,” senior safety Shann
Schillinger said. “You look at their
record, they haven’t won, but that
doesn’t mean they haven’t played
well.”
In the previous two seasons the
Griz have entered their games with
the Bengals in similar situations.
In 2007, the Griz met the Bengals
in Pocatello with a 9-0 record,
while last year they were 9-1 and
Idaho State was 0-10 in a late season matchup in Missoula.
In both games, with the Grizzlies expecting to win big, the
Bengals held out hope for upset
bids and stayed in both games in
the onset.
“We scored some points, but we
only had like 14 plays in the first
half,” Hauck said of the Griz’s 2714 win two years ago in Pocatello.
The Bengals were once again a
tough match for the Griz last season.
“It was one of our closest conference games,” Hauck said of
Montana’s 29-10 win. “They came
in and played pretty well early on.”
Hauck said the Bengals have
continued to play well early in
games this year. The Bengals lead
Montana State two weeks ago early in the game before eventually
falling 44-17.
“It would be good for us to get

Daniel Doherty/Montana Kaimin

Montana quarterback Andrew Selle throws a pass in last Saturday’s 31-10 win over Weber State. Montana travels to
Pocatello Saturday to face Idaho State.

off to a fast start,” Hauck said.
If momentum carries over from
last week’s win over Weber, Chase

Reynolds will likely play a key
role in getting the Griz out of the
gates quickly. The junior running

back dominated the Weber State
defense last week for a career high
241 yards on 33 carries.

Hauck said he expects continued production out of Reynolds
this week and for the rest of the
season.
“As we get into November,
he’s just going to go until he can,”
Hauck said. “We don’t do that early in the season, but as we get late
into the season, it’s time to let our
workhouse go.”
Idaho State head coach John
Zamberlin said in order to limit
Reynolds, the Bengals will have to
be productive on the other side of
the ball.
“(Reynolds) gets stronger as
the game goes on. They’re big up
front. They’ll wear on you,” Zamberlin said. “You have to sustain
some drives on your side of the
ball offensively because they’re
going to keep storming the castle,
and if you can’t mount any offense
,you’re going to have problems.”
The Bengals have had the misfortune of injuries and illness that
have depleted the team, most notably true freshman kick returner
Andrew Benavides.
Benavides suffered a spinal
cord injury against Northern Arizona on Oct. 24.
He has spent time in a hospital
in Flagstaff, Ariz., and is expected
to make a full recovery.
The numerous injuries have
caused the Bengals to play younger, inexperienced players.
“It’s something we’ve been hit
with,” Zamberlin said. “At one
point we were probably playing
six or seven freshman. That bodes
well for the future, but right now
those guys are going to take some
lumps.”
Hauck alluded to the Bengals’
work ethic as a notable characteristic of Zamberlin’s team — even
if their record doesn’t include a
win.

See FOOTBALL, page 8
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Matt McLeod
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No. 2 Montana (8-0) at Idaho
State (0-9)
If you listen hard enough, you
can almost hear Bobby Hauck
chuckling.
Oh, what fun his Grizzlies will
have this Saturday in Pocatello,
where they’ll meet hapless, woeful Idaho State. It’s a matchup of
unbeaten and utterly beaten, as
Montana gets ready to bully the
Bengals in their own backyard.
Like a Jerry Springer scuffle,
this one should get nasty right away
and stick straight to the script.
Fresh off handing Weber State
a handy 31-10 thumping last week
and all but claiming the program’s
12th straight Big Sky Conference
crown, Montana can make it official with a win Saturday, and
should do so in, say … the first
quarter.
It’s pick-your-poison time for
the Bengals, who are dead last in
nearly all of the league’s major
team statistical categories and will
continue to hold those dubious distinctions if Griz quarterback Andrew Selle, receiver Marc Mariani
and running back Chase Reynolds
have anything to say about it.
Will they ever.
Montana averages a leaguehigh 37 points per game. Idaho State averages just over 10.
The Griz defense has been the
stingiest in the conference thus far.
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The Bengals defense? Not exactly.
When it comes to being generous,
these guys are the patron saints
of the Big Sky, giving up a charitable 42 points per contest. Montana has owned opponents on the
ground, piling up nearly 177 yards
per game; Idaho State has barely
cracked 30.
Get the picture?
There’ll be
plenty of

Bengal on the Montana menu Saturday, and Bobby likes his steak
bloody. It’s chow time.
Prediction:
Paris Hilton could call this one
without furrowing her brow, 49-0
Montana.
Northern Arizona (5-3, 4-2) at
Mississippi (5-3)
Don’t bother re-reading the line
above. Yes, Northern Arizona is
playing Mississippi of all teams,
and yes, given that we’re in November, it’s not the most traditional scheduling move the
Lumberjacks have made.
And finally, no.
Northern Arizona (53, 4-2) won’t be leaving Oxford with a
win.
Coach Jerome
Souers’ Lumberjacks have showed
flashes
of
brilliance
against their toughest competition this year, holding their
own on the road against Arizona and nearly knocking off Montana in an
overtime thriller.
But when it comes
to hostile environments, they haven’t
seen anything like
what the Rebels have
in store for them.
NAU will have
all it can handle
under the lights
in front of 60,000
howling SEC fans
at Hollingsworth
Field,
where
underdog jitters
can quickly spell
disaster. Not that
Houston Nutt’s
team has been anything near sensational in
the early going, its only big win
coming at home against Arkansas.
But with huge advantages in
team speed, size and athleticism,
the Rebels can afford to sneak a
glance ahead to remaining games
against Tennessee, LSU and Mississippi State.
The Lumberjacks are coming
off a narrow defeat at the hands of
Sacramento State, and they’ll have
to play much better on both sides
of the ball to make this one interesting.
Offensively, that would mean
a triumphant return from quarterback Michael Herrick, who transferred to NAU after spending two

seasons languishing at Ole Miss.
He’s been sensational this season, piling up a league-best 310
passing yards per game, with 18
touchdowns and just five interceptions. But he could find the going rough against a Rebel defense
that’s only allowed 16 points per
game.
Defensively, the Lumberjacks
will have to make an early statement, slowing down a Mississippi
offense that has outscored opponents 51-6 in the first quarter.
Prediction:
No Southern hospitality for the
Lumberjacks, 42-10 Ole Miss.
Montana State (5-3, 3-2) at Portland State (2-7, 1-5)
If history is any indicator, the
Bobcat offense is in for a field day
on the road against Portland State.
In last year’s meeting in Bozeman, Montana State rolled over
the Viking defense, helping themselves to 369 rushing yards and
five touchdowns on the ground en
route to a 49-32 win. And the last
time the Bobcats played in Portland’s PNG Park, they did the majority of their damage in the fourth
quarter, exploding for 36 points in
a 50-36 victory.
The challenge for the Bobcats
this time around won’t be lighting
up the scoreboard — it’ll be keeping the Vikings off it.
The Cats, who’ve allowed the
fewest total yards in the Big Sky,
still have their work cut out for
them.
Montana State has excelled
against the run, holding opponents
to just over 77 yards per game on
the ground, but the Bobcats’ secondary have struggled at times
this season. Portland State’s Drew
Hubel has thrown for nearly 2,000
yards and should add plenty more
come Saturday.
Still, if the Bobcats can’t make
big plays, Portland State might just
give them a hand.
The Vikings have been plagued
by giveaways, with a 14-turnover
margin this year. The X-factor will
be Hubel, who has a habit of selfdestructing late in games. If the
junior can add to his nine touchdowns and keep the ball in the
hands of Vikings receivers, Portland State has a slice up the Bobcat
secondary.
But will they see the ball
enough to do it?
Ball control will be the name
of the game for Montana State
against a meek Vikings ground

attack. Portland State is second to
last in the league in rushing yards.
Game time showers are expected in Portland Saturday, and the
Bobcats will be the ones making
it rain.
Prediction:
Bobcats break it open with turnovers, 42-24.
Sacramento State (3-5, 3-3) at
Northern Colorado (3-6, 1-5)
On the heels of an energizing
victory over then-No. 21 Northern
Arizona, the Hornets look to take
care of business on the road against
the toothless Bears.
Last week’s win should breathe
new life into Sacramento State,
who had looked like a decidedly
middle-of-pack squad early in conference play. With solid wins over
bottom-feeders Portland State and
Idaho State, and blow-out losses
against the likes of Weber State,
Eastern Washington and Montana,
all signs pointed to a loss at the
hands of the Lumberjacks for Marshall Sperbeck’s team.
That didn’t happen, and it
shouldn’t this week.
With its sluggish offense,
Northern Colorado has yet to beat
anyone in conference, save Idaho
State. One of the problems has
been that senior quarterback Bryan Waggener hasn’t stepped up to
make big plays, throwing for just
five touchdowns in six games.
Another problem is on the other
side of the ball — the Bears are the
league’s worst red zone defense.
Defense hasn’t been a major
concern for the Hornets, who are
led by defensive end Christian
Clark. The explosive junior leads
the Big Sky with nine sacks, four
of which he racked up last weekend.
But Sacramento State has a few
troubles of their own, especially at
running back.
With Hornet ball carriers Terrance Dailey, Evander Wilkins,
Jake Croxdale and Kenslow Smith
all sidelined with injuries, true
freshman Sam McCowan had to
shoulder the load against the Lumberjacks, which he did in style —
rushing for 130 yards and a touchdown.
If McCowan can repeat his
performance, Sacramento State
should waltz out of Greeley with a
winning record in the conference.
Prediction:
Bears feel the sting, 27-21 Sacramento State.
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
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Students take advantage of warm weather, free haircuts

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

Rachael Jones (left) takes care not to cut classmate Bryan Whitney’s ear during an impromptu haircut outside the Fine Arts building. Jones, who has cut friends’ hair for several years, was trimming a friend’s
hair when Whitney walked by Thursday afternoon. “I was thinking about getting a haircut,” said Whitney, laughing as he received a free trim from Jones.

FOOTBALL
From page 6
“It’s hard to win a single game,”
Hauck said. “You compound that
with injuries … it’s hard to get that
consistency going. You watch film
and they’re playing hard. They
seem to be out there working at it.”
Schillinger said the Bengal offense is difficult to prepare for, as
they show a lot of different packages.
“They do a lot of different sets,
from heavy to light,” Schillinger
said. “Their quarterback (Russel
Hill) does a good job of getting
their receivers the ball.”
Unlike the Griz, the Bengals
don’t have a 12th-straight Big Sky
title on the line Saturday after-

noon. But Schillinger said a win
against a team such as Montana
could be monumental for Idaho
State.
“Obviously they’re looking forward to this one. It can jump-start
and turn their season around,”
Schillinger said.
A team doesn’t win 12 straight
conference titles by overlooking
games such as this one, and that,
in essence, is why Schillinger says
the Griz have been so consistent
over the years.
“It’s college football; if you slip
up on any given game, anybody
can beat you,” Hauck said. “We
got to take Idaho Sate as serious
as we took Weber last week. And
we will.”
tyson.alger@umontana.edu

House Dems push for votes on health bill
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Democrats
in the House of Representatives
are scrambling to secure enough
support to pass President Barack
Obama’s historic health overhaul
initiative, working to soothe lastminute concerns from rank-and-file
Democrats ahead of a make-orbreak vote.
Voting is set for Saturday on the
10-year, $1.2 trillion legislation that
embraces Obama’s goals of extending health coverage to tens of millions of uninsured Americans and
putting tough new restrictions on
insurance companies.
Obama was set to make a personal appeal to the Democratic
rank and file in a visit to Capitol

Hill Friday. That was called off late
Thursday after the shootings at Fort
Hood, Texas, and rescheduled for
Saturday.
The House effort picked up two
major endorsements Thursday,
from the powerful seniors’ lobby
AARP and the American Medical
Association.
Action on health legislation was
slowed as senators waited for the
Congressional Budget Office to
weigh in on a bill written by Majority Leader Harry Reid in consultation with the White House and key
committee chairmen. Senate votes
could slip until next year, but in the
House Democratic leaders pressed
forward.
They expressed optimism that
when it came time to vote, they’d

have the majority needed to prevail
in the 435-seat House.
Asked Thursday if she had the
votes, Speaker Nancy Pelosi replied: “We will.”
Pelosi and other Democratic
leaders were finalizing language to
bar federal funding of abortion and
resolving a flare-up over the treatment of illegal immigrants in the
legislation that had Hispanic lawmakers up in arms.
Members of the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus object to a provision in the Senate legislation —
backed by the White House — that
bars illegal immigrants from buying
health insurance within a proposed
new marketplace, or exchange, even
if they use their own money to buy
from private companies.
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Select student art on display at UM Gallery of Visual Arts
Hannah J. Ryan
Montana Kaimin
In its 15th year, the Annual Student Juried Exhibition illustrated
the creative energy that’s commonplace in college art. The gallery opened last night with nearly
90 works of art in the University of
Montana’s Gallery of Visual Arts.
“I was so overjoyed by the diversity of the works and the unique
voices seen in the gallery,” said
Bob Durden, curator of the Paris
Square Museum of Art in Great
Falls and this year’s show juror.
As juror, the responsibility of
choosing the 90 exhibiting works
from some 200 entries squatted on
Durden’s consciousness. In addition, Durden was asked to select
the top three works.
“I’m overwhelmed, not having
anticipated so many submissions,
and it’s wonderful,” Durden said.
As a curator, Durden said he
usually has a lot of time to consider his options. When organizing your own gallery you can get
familiar with the artist, he said,
and take your time with their art.
“It’s difficult to judge an exhibition like this because you don’t
know the background of the artist,” Durden said. “This forces
you to ask the basic questions like,
‘What am I looking at and what
does it mean?’”
Robert D’Almeida, art graduate student and gallery attendant,
commented on the extensive
amount of time dedicated by students, the juror and others to produce this show.
“It took Bob over eight hours to

Drew Vetere/Montana Kaimin

A collection of paper-mache heads known as “The Talking Heads” hangs in the Social Sciences Building as part of the 15th Annual Juried Student Art Exhibit sponsored
by the Gallery of Visual Arts, School of Art and The Artist Collective. Some of the heads hung in the UC last month. The exhibit runs from Nov. 5-20.

judge the show,” D’Almeida said.
To set up the show, he added, it
took “three to four 12-hour days to
get everything together.”
“Man, I was wiped out, with all
the visual information,” Durden
said. “And you’re not going to like
everything.”

Personal tastes always play a
part when selecting the pieces,
D’Almeida said, and they can
change day to day. To demonstrate
this, D’Almeida said only one photograph was selected for the entire
exhibition.
A theme, or like-minded trend,

can be seen in the gallery’s pieces,
D’Almeida said. This is due in part
to the juror’s tastes and the close
proximity to each other in which
UM students create.
“A lot of the art in here was
produced in the same time period
and it shows how one artist influ-

ences the next,” D’Almeida said.
“It’s a good show, diverse
as usual,” said Catherine Mallory, director of UM’s Gallery
of Visual Arts. Mallory said the
show highlights students from

See EXHIBIT, page 10

Local actor gets tangled up in one-man show at Crystal Theater
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
Some people have multiple personalities, but even they would have trouble
juggling the 40 that Justin Fatz performs
within his one-man show, “Fully Committed.”
The show, written by Becky Mode and
directed by David Mills-Low, opens Tuesday at the Crystal Theater for a two-week
run. For more than an hour, Fatz juggles
personalities as a gourmet restaurant’s reservations manager, answering phone calls
on a busy shift.
According to Fatz, the show coincides
with the Montana Repertory Theater’s
“working man” theme that is prevalent in
this year’s plays. His character, Sam, represents the overworked man. He not only
plays this personality, but that of every
caller and rapidly changes between them.
“You’re seeing every conversation from
beginning to end with every character …
one conversation goes into the next,” he
said. “It’s a great way to put me in a show
and utilize my talents.”
That talent made Fatz perfect for the
show, Mills-Low said. Once he learned
Fatz had been chosen for this role, he knew
it was a perfect fit.
“Justin’s head smokes sometimes,” he
said. “It is one thing to memorize a monologue, but this is something else.”
Getting to this point hasn’t come without challenges. Work on the production
started over the summer and, for the past
seven weeks, Fatz and Mills-Low have met
almost every evening to work on the script
Justin Franz/Montana Kaimin
and delivery.
Actor Justin Fatz goes all in for his one-man show, “Fully Committed,” which opens next week at the
“The biggest challenge is that we had to
Crystal Theater. Produced by the Montana Repertory Theater, the show coincides with the group’s
‘working man’ theme that has been presented throughout the year.

start backwards. We had to develop characters before we even had a script,” MillsLow said. “We had to figure out how they
talk and how they stand before we could go
to the script.”
The characters Fatz portrays are a diverse group and include valley girls, a crazy chef, a southern belle, Japanese tourists
and a Kuwaiti guard. And all of this happens right before the audience’s eyes, without costume change or breaks from the
45-page script that has a character change
every 10 seconds.
“The challenge is trying to stay in the
moment while thinking ahead to what’s
next,” Fatz said.
Adding to the challenge for Fatz is that a
show of this nature is a new experience; he
likens it to “an out-of-control train ride.”
“It’s totally foreign; that’s why it’s scary
and fun at the same time,” he said. “But it’s
an actor’s dream to do a part like this.”
Even with the challenges, Fatz can’t
wait for opening night.
“I worry about every show, but as soon
as I hear an audience laugh, look out, because I feed off that,” he said. “This is
what I live for, this is why I still do what I
do. It’s being on that stage.”
And Mills-Low believes they’re ready.
“We’re so close to rock ‘n roll right now,
you can smell it from here,” he said.
“Fully Committed” will run at the Crystal Theater from Nov. 10 to 14 and 17 to
21. Shows start at 7:30 p.m. and tickets are
available for $10 on weeknights and $15 on
weekends. Five-dollar student tickets are
available on a first come, first serve basis
at 7 p.m. each night. For more information
visit www.montanarep.org
justin.franz@umontana.edu.
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‘Raditude’ not bad, but far from old Weezer
In seventh and eighth grade,
Rivers Cuomo was one of my best
friends.
We sat by each other on school
field trips; we drove around with
my older brother and his cool buddies; we even went to a three-band
concert at the ginormous Billings
Metra together — on a school
night.
But for about three years, I
didn’t hear a thing from him — no
new songs, albums, videos. Nothing.
By my junior year of high
school, I reached a point where I
almost forgot about my good pal.
In a way, I moved on, made new
friends with the likes of David
Gilmour, Omar Rodriguez-Lopez
and the 20-some members of the
Polyphonic Spree.
Then, seemingly out of nowhere, his (and his band Weezer’s)
song “Beverly Hills” came on the
FM radio. As I sat in the backseat
of my dad’s car, I listened intently
to my estranged chum sing about
wanting to be “rollin’ like a celebrity” in the 90210 zip code. At the

end of the three minutes and 16
seconds, I said, “Wow, that kinda
sucked.”
It wasn’t easy listening to
2005’s “Make Believe” and being underwhelmed by derivative
lyrics and over-polished production. I thought, “Where is the
real Weezer and what have these
phonies done with them?” Sadly,
they weren’t impostors, but rather
shades of their former selves.
Even worse than “Make Believe” was “Weezer (Red Album).” While the lead-off single
“Pork and Beans” showed some
promise, songs like “Everybody
Get Dangerous” and “Heart Song”
made (nay, forced) me to stop my
iPod and never listen to the album
again.
Suffice it to say, the friendship
was no more — a totaled truck,
left to rust in a scrap yard.
Despite my resolve to move forward with other, better crowds of
musicians, I couldn’t resist when I
saw Weezer’s latest album “Raditude” on Amazon.com for $3.99;
for that price, I’d let any friend at-

tempt to make amends, especially
if that friend is Weezer’s front
man.
From the upbeat acoustic riff
and handclaps of “(If You’re Wondering if I Want You To) I Want
You To,” it felt almost as if the old
Cuomo and Co. were back, but in
a slightly pop-ier form.
My faith was gradually returning with “I’m Your Daddy” and
“The Girl Got Hot,” both of which
somewhat evoke the band’s earlier works, but, once again, with a
slightly more modern, mainstream
sound.
On some levels, “Raditude” is
an improvement on “Make Believe” and “Red,” which is apparent early on and midway through,
on tracks like “Put Me Back Together” and “Tripping Down the
Freeway,” with strong, memorable
refrains and intricate, yet subtle,
guitar patterns.
They even channel their inner
maharishis with tablas and sitars
on “Love is the Answer.” It might
not be George Harrison’s brand of
Indian pop (see the Beatles’ “Love
to You,” and “Within You, Without You”), but it’s a brave attempt
for the quartet.
Yet when it comes to cheap

EXHIBIT
From page 9
beginning to graduate levels of
varying mediums.
“This year the most pieces ever
were submitted, at least since I’ve
been here,” Mallory said.

Miller Time
By Steve Miller

rhymes and over-indulgent tonguein-cheek irony, there are plenty of
cringe-worthy moments on “Raditude.”
While rhyming words like
“work” and “jerk,” “bad” and
“sad” are relatively minor offenses
(not everyone can be a William
Wordsworth or T.S. Eliot), it almost seems as if Cuomo is getting lazy with his lyrics, especially
when compared to earlier songs
like “Buddy Holly” and “Say It
Ain’t So.”
Those transgressions, however,
pale in comparison to “Can’t Stop
Partying,” possibly the most outof-place song in the band’s entire
catalogue.
Hardcore fans shouldn’t be
strangers to Cuomo’s brand of deliberate sarcasm, but when he juxtaposes a Lady Gaga-esque beat
and synth line — not to mention
the rapping of Lil’ Wayne and the
writing skills of Jermaine Dupri

— the joke is more annoying than
anything.
Fortunately, the ridiculous hiphop motif is short lived.
Though the majority of “Raditude” has Weezer’s patented big,
distorted guitar sound and Cuomo’s affinity for crafting smart
pop-rock songs, it’s not entirely
satisfying. The band is at its best
when it’s somewhat sloppy and
more cynical. While, on the whole,
the album is entertaining, purists
may be disappointed when comparing it to “Pinkerton,” “Maladroit” or “Weezer (Blue Album).”
And for those let down by
“Make Believe” and “Red”: It
might not be a return to the band’s
glory days, but it’s at least a slight
step forward.
As for me, at least I’m on listening terms now.
3 out of 4
Extra half-star bonus because
it’s so inexpensive.
steven.miller@umontana.edu

Katherine Cain, an artist whose
3-D mixed media sculpture commands a pedestal near “The Talking Heads” collaboration, was
surprised when her work was selected.
“I wasn’t expecting to get into
the show. When I dropped off my
piece, there were countless amazing pieces already submitted,”
Cain said. “There is an extreme
amount of talent, and I feel honored to be part of a show like this.”
Cain said that her piece portrays violence from her past.

“I use my art to speak about the
experiences in my life,” she said.
“It shows what I’ve felt on the inside as well as the outside.”
With a limited window to make
his selections, Durden awarded
third place to Catheryn Sugg and
second to Clinton Stiffler. Two
first places were awarded to undergraduate Jessica Klier and
graduate William Hutchinson.
“The pieces ranged from the
sublime to the ridiculous, and I
loved that. It reflects what’s going
on in the world around us,” Durden said.
The juried art show will be open
until Nov. 20 in the UM Gallery of
Visual Arts on the first floor of the
Social Sciences building.
hannah.ryan@umontana.edu
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Art Walk Guide
The Dark Room
135 N. Higgins Ave.
The Dark Room remains one of downtown
Missoula’s hot spots with a photography gallery
featuring the work of Stoney Sasser. Her work
is an “interesting mix” of abstract, color-images,
some with black and white tone, according to
Dark Room employee Mike Peterson.
Refreshments will be served and the store and
gallery will be open from 5 to 8 p.m.

Begleiter.com Studio
223 W. Front St.
Featuring original paintings by Jill Meyers
and photographs by Stephen Begleiter artwork,
Begleiter.com Studio’s Friday show focuses on
breast and cervical cancer awareness and early
detection. Titled “Early Detection … Priceless,” the show features impressions of breasts of
cancer survivors dipped in acrylic paint on canvas
and photographs of women who have had breast
augmentation surgeries or mastectomies.
Champagne and cream puffs will be served at
the reception from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Dana Gallery
246 N. Higgins Ave.
The Dana Gallery will present the work of over
10 different artists tonight during the art walk.
Francis Switzer, a 22-year-old artist from Idaho,
will show a series of paintings that depict city
and landscapes from in and around Missoula and
across the country. Also, nine local woodworkers
will present their work with such items as tables
and cabinets.
The gallery will be open from 5 to 8 p.m.
Light refreshments will be served.

Yellowstone Photo
321 N. Higgins Ave.
The work of photographer Herbert Swick will
be presented at Yellowstone Photo, which will
include 20 prints. Swick goes against the digital
photography current, choosing to work with film
and dark room techniques.
Refreshments will be served and the store and
gallery will be open from 5 to 8 p.m.
The Clay Studio
1106 W. Hawthorne St.
Current Archie Bray Foundation artist-inresidence Gwendolyn Yoppolo has a showing of
her ceramic works at the Clay Studio. The show,
titled “Linger,” displays Yoppolo’s latest works,
focusing on functional pieces like pitches, vases
and bowls.
The reception runs between 5:30 and 9 p.m.
with food and wine.
Mariposa Studio
438 E. Broadway Ave.
DeAndria Gutzmer is opening a show that both
honors the Day of the Dead and presents her photograph collection “Joyful Soulful Birthday Celebration.”
“Many lessons of life are told in image, and
since we all ‘imagine’ different stories ... create
your own connection or story to that image ... it is
the simple beauty of it all!” Gutzmer said.
Murphy-Jubb Fine Art
210 N. Higgins Ave., Suite 300
A show by urban folk artist Paul Harth will
debut Friday at Murphy-Jubb Fine Art. Harth is
an artist from San Francisco who uses acrylic on
linen and found objects in his works. Watercolors
by Kendahl Jan Jubb will also be featured.
Food, wine and refreshments will be served.

Ceratana Gallery
801 Sherwood St.
An old standby of First Friday is the
Ceratana Gallery. Tonight, it will feature two separate galleries showing the work of their in-studio
artists, including Don Linton, Tim Shirley, Matt
McCormack and Brian Elling. The artists use a
variety of mediums in their personal work, such
as fabric and drawings. The second gallery will
present work from this week’s Day of the Dead
celebration and includes paintings and sculpture.
Missoula Art Museum
335 N. Pattee St.
Exhibiting artist Scott Fife fills the MAM with
larger-than-life busts of characters associated
with the 1905 assassination of Idaho’s governor,
Frank Steunenberg. To add perspective to his art,
Fife reminds his audience of a quote by George
Santayana: “Those who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it.”
Fife will guide art appreciators though his
show in a gallery talk beginning at 7 p.m.
Artist’s Shop
304 N. Higgins Ave.
Barbara Dillon will exhibit her recent work
in the Artist’s Show that melds glass with clay,
metal and wood. Dillon has fire-worked glass for
28 years and creates from her cabin in Gallatin
Canyon outside of Bozeman.
Bernice’s Bakery
190 S. Third St. W.
In “Escosapien Evolution,” Penélope Baquero’s depicts the primordial relationship between
humans and Mother Earth. Her multi-media
paintings show an organic connection between
our species and the natural world.
Photo by Eric Oravsky

UC Art Gallery accepting applications for 2010
Collin Behan
Montana Kaimin
The University Center Art Gallery is calling on student and local
artists to apply for their 2010 gallery shows.
Eight artists will be featured
individually in three-to-four week
shows beginning next spring and
running through next fall, with a
break during the summer.
Artists aspiring to have their
work showcased at the gallery
must submit an application with
pictures of the work they would
like to show, an artist statement,
a resume and a $25 application
fee. Applications must be turned

in to the UC administrative office
in room 232 or the art gallery, located at the north end of the UC’s
second floor, no later than 5 p.m.
on Nov. 18.
“It depends on the year, but last
year 45 people applied, which is a
lot when you have to select eight,”
said Samantha Guentener, the student coordinator of the UC Art
Gallery.
A committee of students, art
faculty, UC staffers and gallery
attendants sift through the applications and select the featured artists. The location is a popular spot
for artists because of the high traffic in the UC and this makes selection hotly debated, Guentener said.

“There’s usually some strong
feelings on the panel because people know each other’s work,” she
said.
In 2009, half the shows selected
were works by University of Montana students, Guentener said.
“I feel like this is a beautiful, beautiful space on campus,”
School of Art graduate student Pamela Caughey said.
Caughey, the current featured
artist at the gallery, said she applied to the gallery because of the
student traffic and the quality of
the space. Thursday night, around
150 people attended the opening
of Caughey’s show, which features
artwork inspired by the devasta-

www.montanakaimin.com

tion and after-effects of the atomic
bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
Some of the artwork in
Caughey’s show features multilayered pictures of X-ray images
superimposed over other pictures
like mushroom clouds and buildings. The images are layered to
create a blurred sense of what the
images are really about, Caughey
said.
“There is this ambiguity with
an X-ray,” she said. “Is it life, healing, hope or is it death, cancer and
pain?”
Because of its relatively small
size, the UC gallery is a good venue for a one-person show, Caughey
said.

But Guentener said that students who would like to apply, but
don’t think they have enough artwork can also apply in groups. The
application process is the same,
she said, but groups should submit
photo examples of each person’s
pieces.
The selection committee will
convene shortly after the Nov. 18
deadline to make their selections.
If an artist is selected the gallery
prints postcards and posters of
the artist’s work and promotes the
show for the artist.
“I just encourage students to
apply, it is a great way for them to
start,” Guentener said.
collin.behan@umontana.edu
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BERLIN
From page 1
he would say, ‘It doesn’t even
matter. This is just a great event
and you’re a German, and that’s
enough,’” Fluck said.
Free beer goes a long way, but
what Fluck said touched him the
most was the number of people
who tried to connect with the
event by coming up to him and
asking him to share his thoughts

and feelings about it.
“I just said ... I’m very happy
for the people, that is without a
doubt. They’ve lived, in essence,
in a very big prison,” Fluck said.
“I felt very happy that justice had
been done and people were able
to do the things that I had taken
for granted all my life growing
up in Wiesbaden.”
Fluck’s experiences at the
Mo Club were even featured in
a Kaimin article in the Nov. 15,

News

1989 issue, a copy of which he
still has.
He was asked to speak at several local high schools about his
experiences growing up in Germany to help others understand
a little more about the nation that
was on everyone’s TV.
Though two decades have
passed since the day that Fluck
regards as one of the biggest historical events in the 20th century, he said one wall still remains.

www.montanakaimin.com
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“The Wall in the Head,” or the
“Mauer im Kopf,” is the block
that remains in the minds of
some Germans in the form of stereotypes and prejudices against
the people that used to be on the
other side of the wall, whichever
side that may have been.
Fluck said he thinks time will
eventually erode that barrier as
well, and nothing should take
away from the achievement that
was made by the people when the

wall came down.
“It’s not politicians who cause
a change or laws that cause a
change, but it’s the people who
cause a change,” Fluck said. “The
people who want something bad
enough to stand up for it and say,
‘We don’t want this anymore.
We want a change and we want
it now and we’re not willing to
negotiate. We want this fixed.’”

cody.bloomsburg@umontana.edu
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The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.

kiosk
KAIMIN

CLASSIFIEDS

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Men’s Large Black Patagonia Jacket
w/National Center for Landscape
Fire
Analysis embroidered logo. 544-1342
Lost: In CLAPP Building black/purple
mug printed with ‘witches brew’ and ‘my
other car is a broom’. Call 218-8770.
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for rent Missoula everything included-even housekeeper $310/
mo and up call now 866-728-2664 www.
ValueAddedRentals.com
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins. 2516611.
FOR SALE
Brand New Mattress Sets: Twin mattresses

alone $69.00, Twin sets $139.00, Full sets
$149.00, Queen sets $159.00, King sets
$259.00. Full House Furniture, 549-0601.
Great local deals on all types of brand new
furniture. Please visit our site at www.
fullhousefurniture.com, or call 549-0601.
Come fulfill your fantasies and check out
our line of erotic oils and party favorites
today. Be good to yourself or the special
person in your life and treat yourself to
your fantasies today!! 15% - 50% off
selected items. Come visit us today at 216
Brooks, or 210 East Main Street.
HELP WANTED
Local newspaper looking for freelance
writers for special sections. Pay DOE.
Submit 3 writing samples to Tia Metzger

P.O. Box 8029, Missoula, MT 59807
Vet hospital seeking part-time employee
to clean stalls and do basic daily duties.
Contact bmvh4646@aol.com
Survey takers needed. Make 5-$25 per survey. Go to www.GetPaidToThink.com
NEED CHRISTMAS CASH? Join the
Holiday season team at The Shipping
Depot! Exciting retail environment, challenging work, lots of customer contact.
No experience necessary paid training
provided. Flexible scheduling, morning
and afternoon hours available. Packing,
shipping (UPS, FedEx, International), copies, faxes, mail services, we do it all fast
and right. Complete our application form
at The Shipping Depot, 2120 S. Reserve,

by Rosauer’s, or at 1001 E. Broadway, by
Albertson’s Eastgate.
PERSONALS
Tight Budget? Quit smoking/chewing kits
at Curry Room 112
Need more energy? The TM technique
brings rest and rejuvenation. www.tm.org Paula 207-7496
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments available. Please call 243-4711
SERVICES
Healthy Hummingbird Massage. 725
W. Alder Suite 27. Student rates $35/hr,
$55/1.5hr. Call Souta 207-6269, Mary
596-5842, Erica 396-6868. www.healthyhummingbird.com- Online scheduling

available
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student discount! Computer Central 136 E. Broadway
542-6540
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
DUI Defense Associates. Don’t Plead
Guilty. Call 721-3726
Take the Tobacco Free UM survey today.
Look for it in your umontana email account (junk folder too).
Tobacco Free UM….. What? “Montana
Law recognizes the need to breath smokefree air has priority over the desire to
smoke.” MCA 5-40-102
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